The Edge Band Saw Blade Flash Grinder is designed to remove flashing from the welding process. The design of the machine provides the user with a highly productive and flexible removal of flash. The flash grinder uses an abrasive belt mounted on a rubber wheel to reduce consumable expenses. The flash grinder also has a 15” vertical adjustment to allow operators to adjust the height to their comfort.

Specifications:
- 1/3 hp, 1725 RPM Grinding Motor
- 8” balanced rubber wheel for grinding belts
- 15” vertical grinding height adjustment
- Clear grinding guard to protect operator from debris
- Fluorescent work light
- Ready to hook up to a dust collection system
- Electric: 120 or 240 VAC, single phase

Replacement Parts:
- 800300 Abrasive Belts
- 800301 Rubber Wheel